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	How to customize, use, and administer this powerful, Open Source Java-based Enterprise CMS

	
		Manage your business documents with version control, library services, content organization, and advanced search.
	
		Create collaborative web sites using document libraries, wikis, blogs, forums, calendars, discussions, and social tagging.
	
		Integrate with external applications such as Liferay Portal, Adobe Flex, iPhone, iGoogle, and Facebook.
	
		Automate your business process with the advanced workflow concepts of Alfresco 3.
	
		Fully revised and updated for version 3.0, covering Alfresco Surf and more.



	Alfresco 3.0 has generated a lot of curiosity with its new content management features. Users have been waiting for a book that covers these concepts along with the security, dashboards, and configuration features of Alfresco 3.


	Alfresco 3 includes Alfresco Surf, a new N-Tier Architecture, which delivers scalability and accommodates more users on existing hardware resources. This new release also includes a draft implementation of the CMIS specification, and Microsoft Office SharePoint Protocol support. The new multi-tenancy features enable Alfresco ECM to be configured as a single-instance multi-tenant environment.


	This well-crafted and easy-to-use book is a complete guide to implementing enterprise content management in your business using Alfresco 3. It covers the enhanced document management, a new web-based collaborative application called Alfresco Share, and various integration options with external applications.


	Alfresco 3 offers true Enterprise Content Management (ECM) by providing an open source alternative to Microsoft SharePoint, Documentum, and Interwoven. It is the most popular Java-based CMS with over 1.5 million downloads, 50,000 live sites, 74,000 community members, and with more than 150 application extensions in forge. This book guides you through creating smart, collaborative content repositories and shows how to use Alfresco 3 to create more elegant document sharing, better collaborative working, and reliable automated workflow processes.


	The book also explains how administrators can set up Alfresco 3 for multiple business units as a single-instance multi-tenant environment. Business users can leverage Alfresco Share, a new built-in web-based collaborative content management application bundled with Alfresco repository. It simplifies capturing, sharing, and retrieval of information across virtual teams.


	This book shows you how to unleash the power of Alfresco 3 to create collaborative working systems in your enterprise


	What you will learn from this book?

	
		Working with users and membership accounts, including LDAP integration and single sign-on
	
		Using Alfresco 3 as a smart document repository; working with automatic version tracking and control, and accessing the repository from the Web, shared network folders, FTP, or Microsoft office tools.
	
		Making content easy to find using search, content categorization, and metadata.
	
		Automating document management tasks with business rules and complete workflows.
	
		Working together using Alfresco's collaboration and syndication features to create effective working groups.
	
		Customizing the user interface, creating your own dashboard layouts; presenting content in custom ways relevant to your business.
	
		Integrating external applications such as Liferay Portal, iPhone, Face Book, iGoogle, Microsoft Outlook, Adobe Flex, and Ffmpeg video transcoder with Alfresco.
	
		Setting up a single instance multi-tenant system, configuring Alfresco as an in-bound email server, and setting up an audit trail.



	Approach


	Munwar Shariff is an experienced software trainer for CIGNEX Technologies Inc. He has trained many users, administrators, and developers in Alfresco and many other CMS systems. This book distils the hands-on approach of his training courses into a concise, practical book. The emphasis is on getting up and running fast and discovering the scope and power of Alfresco 3 incrementally through practical examples.


	Who this book is written for?


	This book is designed for system administrators, experienced users, and business owners who want to install and use Alfresco in their teams or businesses. Because Alfresco is free, many teams can install and experiment with its ECM features without any upfront cost, often without management approval. The book assumes a degree of technical confidence but does not require specialist system administration or developer skills to get a basic system up and running.


	Alfresco is particularly suitable for IT consultants who want or need to set up a flexible enterprise content management system for their clients, be that for demonstration, development, or as a mission-critical platform. This book gets you to that result quickly and effectively.


	Though this book is not a developer guide, various examples in the book will help developers to extend Alfresco functionality and to integrate Alfresco with external systems.
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2002
HTML & XHTML: The Definitive  Guide, 5th Edition is the most comprehensive, up-to-date book available  on HTML and XHTML. The authors cover every element of HTML/XHTML in detail,  explaining how each element works and how it interacts with other elements. With  hundreds of examples, the book...
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Virtualization for Security: Including Sandboxing, Disaster Recovery, High Availability, Forensic Analysis, and HoneypottingSyngress Publishing, 2008
One of the biggest buzzwords in the IT industry for the past few years, virtualization has matured into a practical requirement for many best-practice business scenarios, becoming an invaluable tool for security professionals at companies of every size. In addition to saving time and other resources, virtualization affords unprecedented means for...
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XML in Action (IT Professional)Microsoft Press, 1999
Currently, XML is a bubbling cauldron of expectations and  implementations. In XML in Action, William J. Pardi gives you a  feel for what Microsoft is throwing into the mix by providing a  general introduction to XML, with a focus on Internet Explorer 5.0's  implementation in particular.
 Not surprisingly, the book opens up  with a...
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Office 2013 Bible: The Comprehensive Tutorial ResourceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The best of the best from our Excel, Word, Access, and PowerPoint Bibles!


	Learn the sought-after features of the core applications from the Office 2013 suite. This Office 2013 Bible features the best-of-the-best content from the Excel 2013 Bible, by "Mr. Spreadsheet" John Walkenbach; the Word 2013 Bible, by...
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Basic Concepts in Computational PhysicsSpringer, 2013

	With the development of ever more powerful computers a new branch of physics and engineering evolved over the last few decades: Computer Simulation or Computational Physics. It serves two main purposes:


	- Solution of complex mathematical problems such as, differential equations, minimization/optimization, or high-dimensional...
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Advanced Engineering MathematicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
A revision of the market leader, Kreyszig is known for its comprehensive coverage, careful and correct mathematics, outstanding exercises, helpful worked examples, and self-contained subject-matter parts for maximum teaching flexibility. The new edition provides invitations - not requirements - to use technology, as well as new conceptual problems,...
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